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ABSTRACT
c++, java and c# is object oriented programming language. It support features of object oriented programming systems. main features are polymorphism, encapsulation and inheritance. Polymorphism is the attribute that allow one interface to control access to a general class of action. Encapsulation is a mechanism that binds both code and data together in a single unit like class such that to keep both safe from outside interfaces and misuse of code. Inheritance is a mechanism of creating new class by using old class. Old class are also called as base class, super class and parent class and new class is also called as derived class, subclass and child class. Inheritance allow the programmer to reuse the code. Once the programmer is prepared with his class and tested, it can be used by other library programmers. While programming in this fashion problems like function ambiguity may arise which are difficult to identify and debug. This paper shows how to overcome with function ambiguity in inheritance in c++, java and c#.
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1. INTRODUCTION

During inheritance the major problem is function ambiguity it happens when multiple base classes are inherited in derived class. we have 5 different types of Inheritance, namely single inheritance, multiple inheritance, hierarchical inheritance, multilevel inheritance (also known as virtual inheritance). Function ambiguity will arise only when a more than one base classes are inherited in derived class. In multiple inheritance, there is a possibility that a class may inherit member functions with the same function name from two or more base classes and the derived class may not have same functions with same name as those of its in base classes. If the object of the derived class need to access one of the member function with same one named of the base classes then it result in ambiguity as it is not clear to the compiler to which bases class member function should be refer. The ambiguity simply means the state when the compiler is confused. the solution to this ambiguity can be done using two methods in c++ first is using scope resolution operator second is by using virtual base function in c++. and in java, c# solved by interfaces.

2. SOLUTION TO FUNCTION AMBIGUITY IN INHERITANCE IN C++

Consider a base class x with member function named display() and derived1 class and derived2 class are inherited from base class x and this two classes has a function with same function name, same arguments and with same return type as in the base class x. another class y is derived from the class derived1 and class derived2. if suppose display() function is called with the help of class y object objectofy.display() then complier with pop up an error because when you inherit a classes base class members are copied in derived class, means here in our example display() is copied in two derived classes(derived1 and derived2)moreover explicitly we have mentioned display() function in derived1 and derived2 classes. at the moment when object of class y access the member function display() as it is copied in two derived classes(derived1 and derived2)plus we have included explicitly since we have two display () in each derived class(that is derived1, derived2) since complier cant understand to which of the display() function should it invoke so it displays an error. when a function with same name, arguments, return types are present in same blocks they are called as function overloading and if they are present in two different blocks(like class) then they are called as function overridden. fig.1 shows a ambiguous call diagram and fig.2 show a ambiguous call program with respective to inheritance.
A. Using Scope Resolution Operator

The scope resolution operator(::) is a special operator in C++, is used in two different situations: first is used to fetch global variables secondly is used to identify which member function belongs to which class. Fig. 2 shows a ambiguous call program where a compiler will issue an error message when we try to compile it, this program can be made successfully run by using scope resolution operator, during invoking display() in main() use scope resolution operator like objectname.classname::functionname. classname can be any class either derived1, derived2 or class x which ever display() of class u wishes to invoke use that class name example if you wishes to use display() of derived2 than use like object.derived2::display() to invoke display() version of derived2.

```cpp
#include<iostream>
using namespace std;

class x
{
    public:
    void display()
    {
        cout<<"x class display()\n";
    }
};
class derived1:public x
{
    public:
    void display()
    {
        cout<<"derived1 class display()\n";
    }
};
class derived2:public x
{
    public:
    void display()
    {
        cout<<"derived2 class display()\n";
    }
};
class y:public derived1, public derived2
{
    int main()
    {
        y object;
        object.display(); // this is not ambiguous...
    }
}
```

Fig. 2. ambiguous call program example in c++.

B. Virtual Base Class

Will consider another example to examine working of virtual base class which helps to overcome ambiguous function in inheritance in C++. virtual is keyword in C++ and has two different versions mainly is virtual function and another is virtual base class. Using virtual function we can invoke different overridden function using same statements. When we use virtual keyword attached to the first statements of class declaration than only one copy of base class members are copied in derived classes. hence virtual keyword is used to avoid duplicates copies. When two or more objects are derived from a common base class, we can use virtual keyword (virtual base class) to prevent multiple copies of the base class being present in an object of derived class by declaring parent class/ base class as virtual when it is used during inheritance. Such kind of parent/base class is commonly called as virtual base class.
The above program shown in fig.4 will pop up an error because of i variable it has been copies in derived1 and derived2 classes during compilation when invoking ob.i compiler will get into the confusion of which i it should invoke whether of class y/ class derived1/ class derived2 so compiler will Pop up you an error.

The use of virtual base class is shown above in fig 5, the program which is shown in fig 5 will give you an output without any error because of virtual keyword mentioned in declaration of class. keyword virtual will make sure you that only one copy of base class contains will be copied in derived class during inheritance.

3. SOLUTION TO FUNCTION AMBIGUITY IN INHERITANCE IN JAVA AND C#

When speaking about java -a pure object oriented programming language, provides a lot solution to the drawback of c++ languages (example pointers, memory management)..but the c# language provides pointers to programmers. The reasons for omitting multiple inheritance directly from the Java and c# language is mostly for doing java and c# as the simple and easy object oriented language. As a simple language, Java's creators wanted a language that most developers could grasp without extensive training. so together, they worked to make the language as similar to C++ as possible (familiar) without carrying over C++ unnecessary complexity (simple). In the point of designers’ opinion, multiple inheritance causes more problems in c++ as we discussed in paper and confusion with solution.. classes are just permitted just to acquire...
from the single base class which is called single inheritance both in java and c#.... So they removed multiple inheritance with direct implementation from the language so make java and c# simple, easy and understandable to everyone. java developer introduced language construct called interfaces to implement multiple inheritance, which c# developers also followed same interfaces concept to implement multiple inheritance.

Java interface is similar to class except interfaces will contain only static variable, method without body(definition) and objects cannot be created by using interface. A class implements any number of interface but one interfaces can extends another interface...there are different types interface inheritance that is single, multiple, multilevel, hybrid. interface keyword is used to create interface and keyword implements is used to implement interface to class.

Interface summary:
- Interface functions or methods should be public and abstract.
- Interface fields or variables should be in either public and final.
- Use Keyword interface to create an interface
- class which implementing an interface should always use keyword implements.
- objects cannot be created from interface.
- Interfaces basically don't have constructors.
- An Interface can extends one or more than one interfaces.

```java
public interface Nmit
{
    public string Isae="hello";
    public void HelloNmit();
}

public class MyNmit implements Nmit
{
    public void HelloNmit()
    {
        System.out.println("My hello");
    }
}
```

Fig. 6. java syntax of interface example.

```java
public interface Nmitcar
{
    int speed=0;
    public void distance();
}
interface Nmitbus
{
    int distance=100;
    public void speed();
}

class Nmitvehicle implements Nmitcar,Nmitbus
{
    public void distance()
    {
        int distance=speed*100;
        System.out.println("Distance travelled is"+distance);
    }
    public void speed()
    {
        int speed-distance/100;
    }
}
class main
{
    public static void main(String args[])
    {
        System.out.println("NmitVehicle");
        Nmitvehicle Isaewhew Nmitvehicle()
        Isa.distance();
        Isa.speed();
    }
}
```

Fig. 8. c# example of interface syntax

Fig. 9. c# implementation interface to class

Fig. 10. example of multiple inheritance in java

Fig. 7. shows java implementations interface to class.
interface Nmitcar
{
    int speed=90;
    public void distance();
}

interface Nmitbus
{
    int distance=100;
    public void speed();
}

class Nmitvehicle : Nmitcar,Nmitbus
{
    public void distance()
    {
        int distance=speed*100;
        System.out.println("distance travelled is"+distance
    }
    public void speed()
    {
        int speed=distance/100;
    }
}

class main
{
    public static void main(String args[])
    {
        System.out.println("NmitVehicle");
        Nmitvehicle lse=new Nmitvehicle();
        lse.distance();
        lse.speed();
    }
}

Fig 11 example of multiple inheritance program in c#
the difference between implementation language
construct in these two languages is java uses implement
keyword to implement interface but in c# is uses :to
implement interface to class.

4. CONCLUSION

This paper shows the concept of function ambiguity in
inheritance with three different object oriented
programming language c+, java and c#. and also shows
how to overcome by diamond inheritance problem with
code. compared to all three languages problems with
c++ is more difficulty compared to other two
languages.
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